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he is so beautiful

he is so totally different this man

he came all the way to india

no job…no work…no future…

now he has come here

you see !

yes nishkam…welcome

life has so many possibilities

just imagine what i am saying

seven billion people on this planet

do you not think that at least a thousand losers are needed ?

just imagine what can spring out of their inner being…

just doing nothing…eating and sleeping…eating and sleeping…

no dream…no desire…just eating and sleeping…

where is all that energy going to go ?

it is going to gather and gather 

nice and comfortable…sleep and eat

no worry no tension nothing

his skin will start glowing like light

so much energy is going to radiate out of his inner being 

and it will start flowing into the body naturally

this is the whole secret of meditation

eat…sleep…relax…

eat…sleep…relax…

eat…sleep…relax…

once in a while shake a little bit

you will be so filled with energy

and then suddenly one time you explode

peak and just stop… 

and go to sleep 

so i said if you can become utter loser…

with no complaint

accept that quality as one of the greatest treasures

the world needs all kinds of people

just imagine ten losers who are good for nothing 

they will be very interesting people…really juicy people !

there is no anxiety anymore…

they have no tension…

they are not worried what society will say…

they are not worried what their friends will say…

they are not worried about what their parents will say…

they will just rest and say…i am totally useless

i am not going to improve myself for anyone

what to do ?

i am made like this

if you can achieve that…

total acceptance that you are good for nothing

perhaps you might find a new career

that is what i told nishkam

new job…i gave him that option

now i heard he has started singing instead !!

give up singing

do not even try to sing

do not do anything

singing is too difficult…

you have to achieve a great voice…

just become a loser

he has started singing 

now he has a singing career !

but i have heard him singing when i was in bed…oohhh noooo !!

(everybody laughs)

i told him…do not do anything

achieve nothing…no career…now what to do
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